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Risk vs uncertainty
Uncertainty must be taken in a sense radically distinct 
from the familiar notion of Risk, from which it has never 
been properly separated....  

The essential fact is that 'risk' means in some cases a 
quantity susceptible of measurement, while at other times it 
is something distinctly not of this character; and there are 
far-reaching and crucial differences in the bearings of the 
phenomena depending on which of the two is really present 
and operating....  

It will appear that a measurable uncertainty, or 'risk' proper, 
as we shall use the term, is so far different from an 
unmeasurable one that it is not in effect an uncertainty at all.

• Risk  
We don’t know what is going to happen, but we do 
know what the distribution looks like. 

• Uncertainty 
We don’t know what’s going to happen, and we 
don’t know what a possible distribution looks like.

Risk or uncertainty?



Risk basics
• Mean or expected value 

Weighted sum of probabilities of each payoff 

• Variance 
Sums of squares of mean minus payoff times 
probability for each outcome 

• Standard deviation: Square root of variance 

• Risk preferences: How individual utility changes 
when outcomes are risky rather than certain
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Risk preferences
• A fixed amount now, or flip a coin with  

Heads giving $100, tail giving $0 (mean of $50) 
Eg. $40 now or flip a coin 

• Risk averse: Chooses fixed amount < $50 

• Risk neutral: Chooses fixed amount = $50 

• Risk loving (or risk-seeking): fixed amount > $50 

• Risk preference determines how optimal choice 
changes when outcomes are not certain

Uncertainty basics



Information
• Asymmetric information:  

Where a party one side of a transaction has better (or 
different) information from the other side 

• Can classify goods based on information structure 

• Experience goods: difficult or impossible to judge 
quality in advance 

• Credence goods: difficult or impossible to judge 
quality in advance or after 

• Use signals and selection devices to help choose

Credence goods
• “We find empirical evidence that more experienced 

experts are significantly more likely to mislead their 
customers” in the insurance sales industry.  
(Brown and Minor, 2012) 

• Medical procedures, insurance, your ideas? 

• How to ensure you are not the victim of the 
information asymmetry in credence goods 
markets? (Hint: signals)

Selection

• Adverse selection 
The situation whereby one party acts on 
information they have that the other does not that 
results in a pool of individuals with undesirable 
characteristics 

• Beneficial selection

• There are always selection effects!



Morals
• Moral hazard 

Exchanges where one party does not bear the full 
cost of its actions may result in greater risk taken 
 
“Actions people take after entering a transaction 
that make the other party worse off” 

• Moral imperative

• Examples?

Signals
• How can you tell who will be a good employee 

before hiring them? (What type of ‘good’ are 
employees?) 

• Used qualifications as signal of underlying ability 
rather than a measure of a specific skill set. 

• Signals are reliable if the correlate well with an 
underlying attribute (the thing you want to observe 
but can’t). A university degree will be more costly 
for those with low analytical abilities, hence only 
those with high abilities likely to complete.

Signals
• Using signals and selection devices for experience 

and credence goods. 

• Example: Employing a lawyer 
Signal    : Accreditation by professional body, 
qualifications, gossip (reputation), appearance of 
premises, warranties, price, etc. 

• Example: Film 
Signal    : If my wife hates a movie I will like it

Price signals
• Functions of prices: Ration and signal 

• The function of pricing is to inform customers, while 
price signalling is about informing potential 
competitors to facilitate collusion 

• What activities could be price signalling? 

• Do these activities have the economic elements of 
a signal?



Auctions

• Auction outcomes depend on information held by 
buyers and sellers 

• Independent private values 

• Affiliated or correlated values, where a common 
value is a special case 

• Winners curse

Auction Description Optimal bid 
with ind. val.

Information to 
bidders

English
Auctioneer makes public announcement of an 
opening bid, then asks for higher bid from the 
audience, and sells to the highest bidder 
when no further bids are made.

Bid your 
valuation

Yes. Can 
observe bids 

of others

First-
price, 

sealed-
bid

Each bidder puts their maximum price in 
written form to the seller and the one who 
offers the highest price wins the auction.

Depends on 
your information 
about valuations 
of other bidders

No. Cannot 
observe bids 

of others

Dutch

A descending price auction, where the 
auctioneer starts with a high price and asks if 
anyone is willing to pay, then decreases the 
price in small increments until the first 
acceptance in which case the auction is over

Bid your 
valuation

No. Cannot 
observe bids 

of others

Second-
price, 

sealed-
bid

As per 1P-SB except that the while winner is 
the one with the highest bid price, but they 
only need to pay the price set by the second 
highest bidder

Bid your 
valuation

No. Cannot 
observe bids 

of others

Revenues from auctions

• Independent private values 
English = Second-price = First-price = Dutch 

• Affiliated values 
English > Second-price > First-price > Dutch 

• These are expected revenues, though in reality it is 
very hard to know what information each person 
has.

Summary
• Risk is quantifiable w.r.t known outcome variables 

• Uncertainty is where outcomes unknowable 

• Where each party to an exchange has different 
information there can be selection and hazard problems 

• Experience goods and credence goods are two 
situations where customers have poor information  

• Different auction methods can give different prices 
when values of buyers are affiliated rather than 
independent.


